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107-114. 
An extension of the structure of frame, representing the calculus of subsets of frames (as used, 
e.g., in the study of uniformities) is presented. A natural construction is shown to yield an 
adjoint situation between the category of frames and that of the extended ones. 
Introduction 
Let a be an element of a frame A and X G A a cover. One defines Xu as the 
union of all the x E X which meet a. This simple operation between covers and 
elements has been used with advantage in the study of refinements of the 
structure of frames (uniformities, metrics-see, e.g., [4, 6,7]). In this note we 
describe an algebraic structure extending that of a frame (we speak of extended 
frames), in which the operation above becomes an intrinsic operation. 
A naturally defined algebra of (equivalence classes of) subsets of a frame gives 
rise to a functor from the category of frames into that of extended frames. This 
functor is a left adjoint to another, also naturally defined, one. This latter 
functor, in particular, provides a reconstruction of the original frame in case of 
the mentioned natural extension; a characterization of the extended frames which 
are thus obtained is given. 
1. Extended frames 
Definition 1.1. A frame (see, e.g., [2]) is a complete lattice satisfying the 
distributivity law (V ai) A b = V ( a, A b), frame homomorphisms preserve finite 
meets and all joins. The top resp. bottom of a frame will be denoted by 1 resp. 0. 
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An extended frame (briefly, E-frame) (A;) is a frame together with a binary 
operation . satisfying the following rules: 
(1) x r\y GX ‘y, 
(2) (x A y) . 1 = (X . 1) A (y . l), 
(3) (XAy)~l=oJX*y=o, 
(4) (X.y).l=X.(y*l), 
(5) x * (v Y;) = V(x . Y;), 
(6) (hi) * (Y * 1) = (V (x, *Y$ . 1. 
Notes. (1) Observe that by Definition 1 .l (3), 1 * 1 = 1, and by Definition 1 .l (5), 
x .O = 0 for all X. 
(2) If there will be no danger of confusion, we will write simply xy instead of 
x ‘y. 
Definition 1.2. Let (A, .), (B, .) be extended frames. An E-frame homomor- 
phism f : (A, .)--+ (B, 0) is a frame homomorphism f :A+ B satisfying, moreover, 
the requirements 
f(u) . 1 = f (a . l), and generally f(u) . f (b) 6 f (a . b). 
The category of E-frames and E-frame homomorphisms will be denoted by 
EFrm. In the sequel, whenever obvious in which category we are, we will speak 
simply of morphisms. 
Examples 1.3. We will present two examples. They are atypical for what we want 
to study in this note, and serve mainly to show what does not follow from the 
rules. A more interesting example will be presented in the next section. 
Let A be a frame. Obviously M(A) = (A, A ) is an E-frame. Another trivial 
E-frame based on A is F(A) = (A, *) where c1* 0 = 0 and a *b = 1 otherwise. 
Observe that both M and F extend to functors Frm+ EFrm by setting 
M(f) = F(f) =J 
Note 1.4. One should explain the role of the requirement of the equality 
f(u) * 1 =f(a . 1) contrasting with a mere inequality for general b. In the sequel 
we will see the importance of the subset of the elements a such that a = a . 1. The 
equality requirement does not serve the purpose to preserve these sets under 
morphisms: this follows already from the inequality, since if u = a . 1, we have 
f(u) s f (a) . 1 <f (a * 1) = f (a). It has to do with preserving joins in these sets, for 
which purpose one has to apply it for u’s which are not necessarily equal to a . 1. 
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2. A natural extension of a frame 
Definition 2.1. Let A be a frame, 0 #X, Y E A. We say that X refines Y, and 
write X < Y if for each x E X there is a y E Y such that x s y. Thus, of course, 
X G Y implies X < Y. Obviously, < is a preorder. We put 
XAY={xAy(xEX&yEY}. 
ForOZXcAandaEAput 
anddefineX*Y={Xy ly~Y}. 
Finally, write X - Y if X -C Y and Y -=z X. The thus obtained equivalence class 
containing X will be denoted by [Xl. We write [X] c [Y] if X < Y. 
Observations 2.2. (1) {a} -C {b} iff a s b. Consequently, a class [X] contains at 
most one one-point set. 
(2) VX=X*l. 
(3) If X - Y then for each a, Xa = Ya; in particular, V X = V Y. 
(4) lf X<X’ and Y<Y’ then Xr\Y<X’r\Y’ and X.Y<X’.Y’. 
Consequently, if X -X’ and Y - Y’ then X A Y-X’ A Y’ and X * Y-X’ ’ Y’. 
(5) If X, -C Xl for i E J then IJic, X, < IJicJ X,!. Consequently, if X, -Xl then 
IJx,-ux;. 
(6) We have X fl Y c X A Y. Zf X and Y are decreasing sets (i.e., if x E X and 
x’ GX implies x’ E X, and similarly for Y) then X A Y-X fI Y. 
Note. Obviously, each class contains exactly one decreasing set, and X n Y is 
certainly a simpler operation then our X A Y. Thus, it may be argued that in view 
of (6) one should replace the construction in which we proceed by simply defining 
the X * Y in the frame of decreasing subsets. On the other hand, our approach 
has some advantages as well: it stresses the role of the preorder of refinement, 
which is what one actually has in mind (the coincidence with the inclusion in the 
case of decreasing sets being accidental), and the fact that it really does not 
matter which of the representatives of a class one works with. Also, as we will 
see, the extension of frame homomorphisms is more natural this way. 
Conventions and notation 2.3. By Observation 2.2 (4) we can define [X] A [Y] = 
[X A Y], [X] . [Y] = [X . Y]; by Observation 2.2 (5) we can define 
v [Xl = [y-p]. 
icJ 
We will see shortly that the symbols A and V are in accordance with the ordering 
c defined at the end of Definition 2.1. 
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Recall Observation 2.2 (1). We will simplify the notation by writing a instead of 
[{a}]. In this convention, a d b is in accordance with the original ordering of A, 
and 0 resp. 1 is again the bottom resp. top element. Also, since {u} A {b} = {a A 
b}, the symbol a A b does not lead to confusion. We will have to be careful, 
however, with the use of the symbol VieJ ai, the meaning of which heavily 
depends on whether we interpret the ai as elements of A or as the equivalence 
classes; but, since one has to be careful about the join anyway also for other 
reasons, this is not a serious drawback. 
General equivalence classes will be denoted by lower case greek letters. 
Proposition 2.4. Let A be a frame. Denote by E(A) the system of equivalence 
classes [Xl, X # 0, with the order G and operations A , V, . defined above. Then 
E(A) is an extended frame. By Convention 2.3, A is embedded into E(A). This 
embedding preserves Jinite meets, 0 and 1. 
Proof. Obviously, X A Y 4 X, Y. On the other hand, let Z < X, Y. For z E Z 
thereisanxEXandayEYsuchthatz~xandz~y.Thus,z~xAyandwesee 
that Z-K X A Y. Obviously Xj < lJieJXj, and if X, <Z for all i, IJ Xi < Z. 
Checking the distributivity, and the rules (l)-(6) from Definition 1 .l is equally 
easy. Note that (2) in fact expresses the distributivity of the original frame A, and 
that, instead of (3), we have in E(A) a stronger implication (Y A p = Oj a$ = 
0. 0 
Lemma 2.5. In E(A) we have (Y = a for an a E A iff LY. 1 = LY. 
Proof. Obviously, a * 1 = a. On the other hand, if X + 1 <X, we have V X c 
x~X, henceVX=xandX-{x}. 0 
Proposition 2.6. For a frame homomorphism f :A -+ B define E(f) : E(A)+ E(B) 
by putting E(f WI) = ]f (WI. Th us, a functor E : Frm+ EFrm is obtained. The 
functor E is a full embedding. 
Proof. Since obviously X < Y implies f (X) <f(Y), the mapping E(f) is correctly 
defined and preserves the order. Further, we have 
f(XAy)={f(xAY)] x E X, Y E y> = {f(x) Af (Y) 1 . . -> =f (X) Af (y), 
and 
f(UX;) =Uf(XJ 
so that E(f) is a frame homomorphism. Let X G A and a E A. If f(x) A f (a) # 0 
for an x E X we necessarily have x A a f 0. Thus, f (X)f (a) S f (Xu) and conse- 
quently we see that f(X) . f (Y) <f (X . Y). If Y = {l}, we have f (X . 1) = 
f (v X) = v f (X) = f (X) . 1. Thus, E(f) is a morphism in EFrm. 
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The functor E is obviously one-one so that it remains to be shown that each 
morphism g : E(A)+ E(B) is equal to an E(f) with an f : A + B. By Lemma 2.5 
and the rule g(u . 1) =g(a) . 1 (and, of course, also the rule (4) and 1 . 1 = 1) we 
can define a mapping f : A - B by putting f(a) = g(a). This f obviously preserves 
finite meets, 0 and 1. When showing that it preserves the joins we have to take 
care to indicate where the joins are being meant. We will do it by indicating the 
respective frame in the sign of join (this convention will be used also in the 
sequel). We have 
~a;=(~~‘ai) ’ l 
and hence 
f(Q aJ =g(E$Yz;) * 1 = (Ev)f(a;)) . 1 = Of@;). 
Now take a general X # 0, X E A. We have 
[x]=Ey{x IXEX} 
and hence 
3. The functor K and the adjunction E--I K 
Take an E-frame (A, e). The mapping K sending x to x . 1 is (by (l), (2) and 
(4)) a local operator in the sense of [3] (i.e., K(u) 2 a, K(u h b) = K(u) A I 
and KK(U) = K(U)) and gives rise to a frame homomorphism 
K~~,.):A+K(A,-) = ({a ( a . 1 = a}, A , v’), 
where V’ pi = (V ui) . 1. 
If f:(A;)-+ (B;) is a morphism and if a * 1 = a, we have f(u) =f(u . 1) = 
f(u) . 1, and hence we can define a mapping K(f) : K(A, -)+ K(B, -) by 
K(f)(u) =f(u). Obviously, K(f) preserves 0, 1 and A , and also 
Uf)(V’Ui)=f((VaJ * ) ( ) ( ) 1 =f Vu, .l= Vf(u;) * 1= V’f(Ui) 
so that it is a frame homomorphism. We have a trivial observation. 
Observation 3.1. Thus defined K is a functor EFrm--, Frm. If we denote by U the 
natural forgetfuf functor EFrm+ Frm, K = (KtA,.&,.) is a natural transformation 
174 K. 
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Lemma 3.2. Let 0 +X, Y G K = K(A, a). Then we have, for X . Y defined by 
Dejinition 2.1 as over the frame K, 
Proof. By (5) and (6), using the fact that y = y . 1, we obtain 
IfxAy=O, asx-l=xandy.l=y, wehave,by(3),x.y=Oand,usingaIso 
the definition of V” we obtain further 
Theorem 3.3. The functor K is a right adjoint to E. Moreover, we have KE = id 
and the adjunction is given by the identity transformation id+ KE, and A : EK + id 
&fined by &,.@I) = V&XX. 
Proof. Since for X -C Y we obviously have V$x s V”y y, A([X]) does not depend 
on the choice of the representative of [Xl. Obviously A(1) = 1 and A(0) = 0. We 
have 
q[X]f-+-q=V{x~Y ~~~X_Y~Y) 
= y X A \I Y = A([Xl) A A([yl), 
A(~~xil)~V~x~xtUx~)=yyx~~n~[xil~~ 
By Lemma 3.2, 
ww . mv = q x . q Y s xty u = NX . Yl). 
Moreover, 
A([X] * 1) = A( { 0 x}) = ‘j x = Qxx) . 1= A([X]) . 1. 
Thus, each A+,,.) is a morphism and we easily check that these morphisms 
constitute a natural transformation. 
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Finally, consider the compositions KAoidK and LE 0 Eid. We have K(A)(a) = 
Vih) x = a, and AECA)([X]) = VFi$ x = [Xl. Thus, id and A are units of the 
desired adjunction. Cl 
Corollary 3.4. Since, by Proposition 2.6, E is a full embedding, the adjunction 
from Theorem 3.3 establishes a reflection of EFrm onto E(Frm). 
Corollary 3.5. The following statements are equivalent: 
(a) (A;) is isomorphic to an E(B), 
(b) (A;) is isomorphic to E(K(A;)), 
(c) ACA,.) is an isomorphism. 
Proof. (a) 3 (b) If (A;) = E(B), we have K(A;) = KE(B) = B. 
(b) 3 (c) If Q, : EK(A, .) + (A, 0) is an isomorphism, we have (since AE is 
identical) Q+,,.) = Q, 0 EK(q)-l. 
Trivially, (c) j (a). Cl 
Proposition 3.6. An E-frame (A;) is isomorphic to an E(B) if and only if the 
following three additional rules hold: 
(7) If x . 1 s VicJ xi then there is an i such that x . 1 c xi. 
(8) K(A, .) generates A by joins, 
(9) If (x A y) . 1 # 0 then (x . 1) . (y . 1) = x . 1. 
Proof. Obviously, (7)-(9) hold in each E(B). On the other hand, (8) obviously 
implies that A is onto. Let A([X]) = A([Y]). Then, by (7), we have for an x E X 
that x =x . 1 s V Y and hence there is a y E Y such that x c y. Thus, X - Y, and 
hence A is one-one. Finally, if (9) holds, we easily check that in Lemma 3.2 we 
obtain the equality. Thus, A is an isomorphism. •i 
4. Remarks 
Remark 4.1. By the rule (1) we generally have 
The extremal cases are of a special interest. By Lemma 2.5, the condition 
a = a * 1 characterizes the elements of A in E(A). We will call an element a locus 
(also in the general case) if it satisfies this equality. The other extreme, a . 1 = 1, 
characterizes in E(A) the covers and we will use the term cover, for such an a, 
also in a general E-frame. 
In dealing with uniformities, etc., the operation * was typically applied for loci 
and covers; there are, however, also other special types of elements of interest. 
Notably there are the ideals (playing a role in compactifications, cf. [l]) satisfying 
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the implication 
x*lvy*lSa * (xvy).lsa. 
Note that, trivially, each locus is an ideal. 
Remark 4.2. By (2), loci are closed under finite meets. Furthermore, if Q is 
general and b is a locus, a * b is always a locus (use (4)). 
The covers in (A;) constitute, obviously, an increasing subset of A. Since, by 
(2), a meet of two covers is a cover (this, of course, also implies that for a and b 
covers, a . b is also one), the covers form a filter in A, nontrivial whenever 
O.l# 1. 
Another rule obvious in E(A) holds generally: If a is a cover and b a locus then 
b6a.b. (Indeed, we have b=1~b=a-1r\b~l=(ur\b)-l~(u~b)-1= 
u-b.) 
Remark 4.3. The system of ideals is obviously closed under general meets and, 
hence, induces a closure operator in A. 
Remark 4.4. It may be of some interest to investigate more closely the role of the 
rule (9) in Proposition 3.6. For instance, when studying the behaviour of ideals 
one does not obtain much without (7) and (8); the rule (9) does not have much 
use, though. 
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